Domain, subdomain or vanity URL request process

1. **Submit request to DE Mailbox**
2. **DE Mailbox review request**
   - If simple, **DE Approve?**
   - If complex, **Discuss with Requester**
3. **Feedback**
   - **Yes** to **Discuss with Requester**
   - **No** to **DE Approve?**
4. **DE Approve?**
   - If simple, **DE Approve?**
   - If complex, **Review by Domains Working Group**
5. **Review by Domains Working Group**
   - **Approve URL?**
     - **Yes** to **Review by Network and Server Governance Group**
     - **No** to **Approve URL?**
6. **Review by Network and Server Governance Group**
   - **Approve URL?**
     - **Yes** to **Review by Digital Signoff Group**
     - **No** to **Approve URL?**
7. **Review by Digital Signoff Group**
   - **Approve URL?**
     - **Yes** to **Decision**
     - **No** to **Feedback to requester**
8. **Feedback to requester**
9. **Decision**